A study of the phase behavior of a simple model of chiral molecules and enantiomeric mixtures.
We present a study of the solid-fluid and solid-solid phase equilibrium for molecular models representative of chiral molecules and enantiomeric mixtures. The models consist of four hard sphere interaction sites of different diameters in a tetrahedral arrangement with the fifth hard sphere interaction site at the center of the tetrahedron. The volumetric properties and free energies of the pure enantiomers and binary mixtures were calculated in both fluid and solid phases using isobaric Monte Carlo simulations. The models exhibit essentially ideal solution behavior in the fluid phase with little chiral discrimination. In the solid phase the effects of chirality are much greater. Solid-fluid phase behavior involving the pure enantiomer solids and also racemic compounds was calculated. The calculations indicate that, depending on the relative sizes of the hard sphere interaction sites, packing effects alone can be sufficient to stabilize a racemic compound with respect to the pure enantiomer solids.